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Midweek Edition
The Maine CampusTHE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 15
vol. 106 no. 40
Students protest dance cut plan
By Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer
More than 70 students gathered in front of
University of Maine President Dale Lick's office
early Tuesday morning to protest recommend-
ed cuts in the dance program.
The demonstrators began assembling at 7:30
a.m. carrying signs, many saying "Please don't
let dance die" and "Dale Lick please say no.
Show your support for the performing arts at
Maine."
Lick arrived at 8:00 a.m. and spoke to the
crowd for about 30 minutes.
"This is a very difficult time for all of us,"
Lick said. "When you cut $4.1 million out of
a budget it makes it very difficult for a lot of peo-
ple."
Lick said he agreed with students and faculty
concerns regarding the elimination of the dance
program. But, he said, cuts were still necessary.
"Based on what we have now we probably
won't be able to have a dance major," he
said. "But in the long-term we hope to
strengthen the performing arts" at UMaine.
The protest was organized by Maine Masque,
a student run theatre company.
Chris Guilmet, the group's president hoped the
protest would have an effect on the administra-
tion's decision.
"Ideally, we will bring back the division of
dance," Lick said. "We will have to see 4t
the official decision of the Board of Trustees
is."
Maine Masque publicist Bill Mitchell presented
Johanna
program
Dehoff protests suggested cuts to the UMaine dance
outside President Dale Lick's office Tuesday.
Is •freed on Monday
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Frank Reed, a University of
Maine graduate, is free from
captivity after three and a half
years in Beirut, Lebanon.
He was released at 8:30 p.m.
(1:30 p.m. E.D.T.) on Monday,
and was brought by Syrip of-
ficials to Damascus, Syria.
Foreign Minister Farouk al
Sharaa then turned Reed over
to U.S. Ambassador Edward
Djerejian.
His varied experiences in the
Upited States and abroad in-
cluded an education at
UMaine, where at one time he
delivered 300 copies of the
Bangor Daily News on campus
to support himself and his
family.
Reed was kidnapped on
September 8, 1986 in Beirut by
four gunmen while on the way
to play a game of golf. He was
a prinicipal of an elementary
school in Beirut at that time.
Shortly before being kidnap-
ped_ he wrote to his family in
'Maldeb, Massachusetts and
asked his family for money to
him so he and his family could
come to America. Reed con-
verted to Islam when he mar-
ried his Syrian-born wife,
Fahima Dalati, and they have
a nine year-old son Tarek. Reed
also has two daughters from a
previous marriage.
Born in Malden, Reed is the
only survivng child of a set of
triplets. He also has an older
brother, Edward Reed.
Reed entered UMaine in 1951
and lived in Dunn Hall during
his first year on the campus. He
left for two years to serve in the
army. Reed married after leav-
ing the army and returned to
Orono. While at UMaine he
was president of his class,
graduating in 1961 with a
bachelor of science degree. He
also belonged to the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity and
participated basketball in his
first year at UMaine.
Teaching math and science in
a high school in Isleboro after
graduation, Maine was Reed's
job after graduation. Another
teaching job was in South
Bristol, Maine and Reed coach-
ed the high .school basketball
team. Reed was also a principal
of Douglas McIntyre elemen-
tary school in Whitefield, New
Hampshire in 1976.
Ralph Gray, a friend of
Reed's from his days at
Isleboro High School, said that
Reed "was never still a mo-
ment" with all the activities he
was doing in Isleboro. Gray
said one of the aicivities Reed,
organized were several around
the world tours by airplane for
a year or two during the sum-
mer.
When Reed left Isleboro,
several students from there
went to high school in South
Bristol in order to follow Reed,
Gray said.
Stephen Emmons, a UMaine
(see REED page 3)
Lick with a petition, signed by 1,115 students and
faculty, calling for a reconsideration of the
budget cuts, which are to be submitted to the
trustees by Lick at its May meeting.
Mitchell said that the signatures were gathered
"overnight" beginning at 6:00 p.m. on Monday.
"We are sick and tired of the arts being walk-
ed over," he said.
The recommendation to cut the Dance pro-
gram came from the Task Force on Program and
Budget Review. It was the task force's respon-
sibility to draw up proposals for cutting $4.1
million from the university's budget.
The recommendation stated: "Dance should
be discontinued as an academic program but the
core dance coursesAould be retained as service
courses for the University. Dance may be con-
sidered for reinstatement as the concept of the
School of Performing Arts is further developed
and adequate budgets can be established."
Kandra Ayotte, a senior Theatre/Dance and
Business major and vice-president of Maine Mas-
que said "We are all devestated" by the decision.
"I'm not so sure we can do anything. But we
are going to try," she said.
Svyla Karageorge said the dance program was
being used as a scapegoat.
"The arts always get cut,'' she said. "1
never thought UMaine would have a good dance
program, but they do. It's impossible to keep the
arts here alive without dance."
Lick sympathized with the protestors. He said
the cuts are going to impact on everyone,
(see DANCE page 9)
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional leaders today gave
President Bush strong support for his refusal to bargain for
the release of American hostages in Lebanon.
Bush met at the White House with Democratic and
Republican leaders one day after educator Frank Reed was
released following 43 months in captivity. He was the second
American freed in nine days, following captivity. He was the
second American freed in nine days, following the April 22
release of Robert Polhill, who was held for 39 months.
"I think the president has strong support in his view that
we can't bargain hostage-by-hostage," House Speaker Tom
Foley, D-Wash., said afterward.
"The basic position that we don't bargain for the release
of hostages is one widely shared by the Congress as well as the
executive branch," he said.
Expressing hopes for freedom of the six Americans still in
captivity, Foley said, "We're seeing the beginning of the end
of the hostage-taking and the hostage-holding."
The speaker steered clear of discussing Congress' attitude
toward the 400 Shiite prisoners held by Israel. Saying these are
delicate matters, Foley said, "I think we want to do whatever
is useful in encouraging the release of people who have been
held without cause or without reason."
On Monday, Bush gently nudged Israel to release a Shiite
cleric, Sheik Abdul-Karim Obeid, and others as demanded by
a Tehran newspaper as a next step in the process.
Bush said he had "certainly no objection" to such an ac-
tion, adding, "And that is a matter for others to deter-
mine." In the past, Israel has freed hundreds of Arab
(see BUSH page 9)
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Top of class of 1989-90 named
Randolph, Maine student
get§, a perfect 4.0 G.P.A.
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
Posting a perfect 4.0 accumulative
grade point average, Nathalie L.
Jamison, of Randolph, Maine, has been
named valedictorian of the graduating
class of 1990.
"The past four years have been a lot
of hard work and a lot of good
times," said the 21-year-old Jamison.
"Sometimes I didn't think it was worth
it. Now I do."
Jamison, a Latin major, credits her
academic success to God's grace in her
life.
"I feel like God has given me the
strength to get through my classes,"
said the member of the Winter Street
Baptist Church in Gardiner. "He's
given me the determination to suc-
ceed."
Graduating from Gardiner Area High
School in 1986, Jamison also achieved
the rank of valedictorian. Since then, the
daughter of Richard and Linda
Jamison, of Randolph, has received
several awards.
Most recently she was awarded the the
Outstanding Student Award from the
College of Arts and Humanities.
"I was really surprised about the
Outstanding Student Award," said
Jamison, who enjoys knitting and cross-
stitching. "It's a real honor."
A member of the UMaine Classics
Club, Jamison is also involved in Phi
Beta Kappa, the university's liberal arts
society, and Phi Kappa Phi, the
university-wide honor society.
Looking into the future, Jamison,
who has one brother, hopes to someday
further her education.
Nathalie L. Jamison
"I would like to get my master's
degree and a degree in history," she
(see JAMISON page 81
St. Albans, Maine student
achieves 3.9457 average
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
Twenty-two-year-old Randy J.
Butler, a civil engineering major
originally from St. Albans, Maine, has
been named salutatorian of the
graduating class of 1990.
Butler, who now resides in Hartland
with his wife Dawn, has an accumulative
grade point average of 3.9457.
"I knew I was fairly close to being in
the top four or five," Butler said of
his class standing. "It was a nice sur-
prise. "
A member Chi Epsilon, the civil
engineering honor society, Butler
characterizes his study habits as being
average.
"I don't think I study more than the
average person," Butler said. That in-
'eludes studying two to three hours a
day.
"You can't study everything," said
Butler, who enjoys cross-country skiing
and biking. "If you did you would be
studying 13 hours a day. "
Celebrating his two-year wedding an-
niversary this July, Butler said being
married has given him more time to
study. He said it's all a matter of
budgeting time and being efficient.
"Vou use your time wisely," he said.
A graduate of Nokomis High School
in Newport, Butler said last year's
valedictorian Bill Davids, who also at-
tended Nokomis, helped him with study
tips.
"I picked up a few pointers from him
like doing homework on your own" as
opposed to doing it in groups, he said.
Davids, also a civil engineer, is cur-
rently in the graduate program.
Randy J. Butler
"It's a matter of finding a balance
between studying and having fun. "
(see BUTLER page 8)
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It took Freud 38 years to understand it.
You have one night.
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to part. lour ego
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you've got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentA‘
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus
on understanding the brain.
If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe. he could have understood the brain
faster, too.
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• Reed
graduate and SAE brother of Reed,
remembered when Reed taught in South
'Bristol and his attempts to get a
technical course at the high school:- Em-
mons said that Reed "dove right in to
things" like adding a new course at the
high school and said that he was an
adventurer.
According to yesterday's edition of
the Boston Globe, Reed founded the
Admiral Bird Polar club in Whitefield,
N.H., which sponsored polar expedi-
tions. He has traveled to the North Pole,
Brazil, and the Australian outback.
(continued from page 1)
He holds others degrees from Boston
College, Harvard, and Northeatern
University. Reed was briefly president
of Mark Hopkins College in Brat-
tleboro, Vermont.
Reed is the second American hostage
to be freed in nine days. Former hostage
Robert Polhill was released in Lebanon
on April 22 after over three years in cap-
tivity.
There are currently 16 Westerners
held hostage in Lebanon, including 6
Americans. American Terry Anderson
has been held since 1985, the hostage
with the longest time in captivity for
Americans.
Study for your finals,
or you'll probably fail.
MOMS & GRADSrl
Seguinos Restaurant presents special hours
for all the Moms and Grads !IW
__1_,GItiiliNIRA
GRADUATION ,-,..,5-c.t.''.4.s.,..__
DAY (
Saturday, May 12
12 noon to 10 pm
MOTHER'S
DAY
Sunday, May 13
3 pm to 10 pm
735 Main Street, Bangor
Call 942-1240 for reservations
This is the Doc. This is thP Doc on Rock 
Any Questions?
SALE
All this week at Dr. Records (through 5-15)
New CD's, cassettes, and LP's $1.00 off.
Buy 2, get $3.00 off the total!
Dr. Records, 20 Main St. Orono
866-7874
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• IT'S BEEN FUN'S - Hey J, K, and
L, How we possibly made it through all th
bumstocks alive, I will never know!
• " S • C C • C • • I •  s NZ • \L. • • " •
• FINAL SLAMS - To the Campus Cops:
My license plate registration numbers were a lie,
so I never had to pay all those parking
tickets. ...Ha Ha
• • • " • C 
• C • • 00CS2, • C ,
• SAPPY APOLOGIES - HM - Before
we NEVER see each other again I just want you
to know that I still love you and that I forgive
you for all of the horrendous sickening little
things that you did to Ine that killed our rela-
tionship right in its prime. Have a good life BABE!
• MUCHF-1'—T-00-----PERSONAL -
MEMORIES: To the Five Fer Ri's -
Remember darfcing oil the spedkeitTWayne s
World; We're here to pump you up! No Way!
Could you guys please shut up! No. Seven - Like
those bathroom conversations? Just remember. .if
you can us, we can hear you. Che - GA is it SC?
CC Organic pizza. Thanks Mel. C - IYAKTIAJ
BRING YOUR PERSONALS
TO THE MAINE CAMPUS
BY THURSDAY AT NOON.
.50 CENTS PER LINE
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Time travel may be a possibility
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) -- Don't
get all excited and pack your bags, but
it just may be possible to travel through
time.
Anyway, you could pack them after
you get back, before you go.
Time travel, long a staple of fiction
and comic books, is suddenly being
taken seriously by some physicists, who
envision techniques more bizarre than
any make-believe contraption.
A University of Connecticut physicist
and a UConn philosopher have teamed
up to mull over ways to journey through
time.
Their work, and theories by other,
scientists, raise many strange questions,
but also the surprising conclusions that
traveling into the future is right around
the corner, and trickier voyages into the
past may be possible.
If backward travel is proven possible,
the laws of physics would be shattered
and the way we think altered beyoncLim-
agination, scientists and philosophers
said. •
You could no longer rely on the com-
fortable connection between cause and
effect that the one-way passage of time
seems to ensure.
But before you plan to return to your
past to clean up current problems, scien-
tists emphasize that what they're talk-
ing about is in a whole-different league
from what you see in the movies or on
television.
ploring time travel and related
questions.
Physicists realized the possibility of
time travel 75 years ago, Mallett explain-
ed. It was implicit in Albert Einstein's
theory of general relativity. Certain equ-
tions derived from the theory, which ex-
plains gravity, yield the conclusion that
under certain conditions you could catch
up to yourself from behind in time, or
...Traveling into the future may be just around the
corner, and voyages into the past may be possible.
Instead, consider being whipped
around in circles, accelerated
monotonously in a spacecraft for a
lifetime, or raking a stroll through an ex-
otic hypothetical gap in space and time
that physicists call a wormhole.
Ronald L. Mallett, professor of
physics at UConn, just received an
S11,000 federal grant to continue ex-
lip ahead.
All physicists agree that leap frogging
over the present into the future is not
only possible, but is done routinely by
subatomic particles in atom smashers.
But most physicists are highly skep-
tical that once you got to the future, yoU
could travel back. And even the most
doubtful agree that Einstein's theory is
,
RFS LIFE DINING SERVICES
SUMMER HOURS FOR MEMORIAL UNION FOOD SERVICE
FERNALD SNACK BAR, BEAR'S DEN, DAMN YANKEE,
UNIVERSITY CLUB
7:00 AM to 2:30 PM
1,!t CLOSED
CLOSED
BEAR'S DEN
Monday through Friday
Saturday
Sunday
(4
-44ay- Tenn) 
Beginning Molday, June .4
Monday th gh Friday _ 
 
7:00
 
AM to  2:00 PM ...
UNIVERSITY CLUB
Monday through Friday
Breakfast
Lunch-41
FERNALD SNACK BAR
Monday through Sunday
/ 7:30 AM to 6:00 PM
gjI:oo AM
1:30 PM
rvi
7:00 AM to 6:30 PM
ALL OPERATIONS CLOSED FOR THE FOLLOWING HOLIDAYS
Monday, May 28---Memorial Day
Wednesday, July 4---Independence Day
so intricate, and still so far from being
worked out completely, that they can-
not rule it out.
What backward-travel believers are
left with is the challenge of explaining
what physicists call "causality viola-
tions." The most well-known example
of this paradox is the time traveler who
accidentally interferes with his own con-
ception, or inadvertently kills himself.
It can't be, because if he killed himself
in the past, there was no way for him
to get to the present, so that he couldn't
go back in time to kill himself.
Believers in backward time travel were
buoyed late in 1988 when a highly
respected group of physicists at the
California Institute of Technology, led
by Kip S. Thorne, published a short but
surprising article in Physical Review Let-
ters suggesting seriously that it might be
possible to go back in time without
violating causality.
Light's the constant: But let's back up
a little, so to speak. Einstein unhinged
the old one-way idea of time by notic-
ing that the apparent speed of objects
depends on what your speed is, Mallett
said. For instance, a runner seems to be
going slower if you are riding next to
him on • -1. bicycle. Everything in the
universe works this say, except for
light.
Light always travels at the -same
speed, whether you're moving or stan-
ding still, Einstein reasoned. To explain
that puzzle, Einstein concluded that the
way we measure time and space must be
malleable so light can always have the
same speed to all observers.
The runner and the bicyclist could fid-
dle v•ith their watches to make their
mutual observations agree. "For light,
nature is the clock fiddler, to make the
speed of light seem the same to all
observers, " Mallett said.
That, and the complicated relation-
ship among time, space and gravity, are
the crux of 4ifix_1ravel....Mallett said.
"clocks run slower for the moving
observer."
Subatomic particles called muons
follow this law faithfully. They normally
last for 1 millionth of a second before
decaying, but when accelerated to
---ahnost the speed-of light, iNe—y -Fang 
around 20 limes longer before decaying.
To the muon, it "seems" to be only 1
millionth of a second. It jumped 20
millionths of a second into the future.__
— "If you could accelerate a human fast
enough, their metabolism would slow
down, as witnessed by the stationary
observer," Mallett said. "One-way
time travel is a real possibility. "
Riding a fast-enough rocket, an
astronaut could leave her daughter on
Earth, zoom away, come back and find
her great-great-grandchildren older than
she is.
"It's a technological problem of mak-
ing a vehicle that can accelerate con-
stantly to a high-enough speed,"
Mallett said.
Easier said than done, other physicists
respond. Vincent E. Moncrief, pro-
fessor of physics and mathematics at
Yale, calculated that to travel to a star
1 million light-years away in a human
life span of roughly 100 years, a time
traveler would need to accelerate to just
a hair's breadth beneath the speed of
light, which is 186,000 miles a second.
But jumping forward is simple com-
'pitied with travelingto the past.
If you can imagine a rotating univers,
Mallett said -- and physicists can, evn
though they've never actually seen one
-- objects could travel in time loops that
(see TIME page 5)
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•Time
would allow them to circle back to a
place before they left, he said.
"It is possible in these worlds to travel
into any region of the past, present and
future and back again, exactly as in
other worlds to travel to different parts
of space," Mallett said.
So a possible time machine could :in-
solve rotating a mass of matter, Mallett
said. He's not sure how much you'd
need -- ounces, pounds, tons, thousands
of tons -- and no one has tried yet. The
machine would also have to carry the
"time distortion" with it somehow --
otherwise, how could you go back to a
time before the machine existed?
Even so, strange things would hap-
pen. If you sent a grain of sand from
the end of the week to the beginning, it
would appear suddenly out of nowhere
in the time machine on Monday, before
you had decided to do the experiment.
You couldn't destroy the grain of sand
on Monday, because you had it on Fri-
day. What would happen if you tried?
Maybe as-yet mysterious physical
laws would prevent you from altering
the grain, Mallett suggested.
Another exotic possibility raised by
Einstein was the existence of wor-
mholes: tunnels through space and time.
Imagine the space's passage through
time is represented as the surface of a
folded newspaper.
An ant that walked from the top to
the bottom 'would take longer -- travel
a greater distance over time -- than an
ant who could take a shortcut through
a tunnel that began near the top, and ex-
(continued from page 4)
ited near the bottom, taking advantage
of the fold. That's a simple way to think
of a wormhole.
Now consider, as Thorne did, that
you move one mouth of the tunnel close
to the speed of light, and then move it
back to its original position. That slows
time. The result would be that you could
enter the moving end of the wormhole,
exit the other end, and watch an earlier
version of yourself climbing in.
As a practical matter, no one, in-
cluding Mallett, has figured out a way
to make a wormhole, though it would
probably require concentrating a gigan-
tic amount of energy into a minuscule
space. .
"It would require ingenuity. If you
could make a wormhole, you could do
backward time travel," Mallett said.
Of course, you still have the causali-
ty problem, Moncreif pointed out, like
bumping into yourself. "I'm very skep-
tical that you can make this kind of
thing go," he said. Could you emerge
from this wormhole and shoot yourself
on the way in? If you kept going around
and around, wouldn't you create an in-
creasing number of self copies, so the
next time you would see two of you, and
then three, four, five?
Moncrief, who also works on Eins-
tein's equations, said he believes in
another physicist's theory called
"cosmic censorship," which traveler
when he approaches the zone where all
of this tricky stuff happens. Moncrief
says physics itself probably makes
backward time travel impossible: an ef-
fect cannot precede a cause.
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MAKE $5324
TRAVEL, EXPERIENCE, CHALLENGE
INTER VIEWS:
WZDMINIDAY
216 1104621.DNAN 365 STEVEN'S
._4.k6 P.M.
LI'UIIl&l
CONSULTANTS INC
The Official Travel Agency of
0 
The
UNIVERSITY  OF MAINE 
Conveniently located on campus to ;Serve all your
business. faculty. and student travel needs.
100 CHADBOURNE HALL
581-1400
Please feel free to call or stop by our office
between
8:00-4:30
Monday-Friday
Also with offices in
Bangor • Camden • Brunswick • Bath • Portland • So. Portland
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THE WHOLE TOWN
IS TALKING ABOUT
THIS YEAR'S MOST
PROVOCATIVE FILM.
A 10, Absolutely brilliant satire a remarkable film
•A.
"What will lake you by surpnse is the remarkaoly ttt
level of energy. intellirce humor and outrage
"Wicked wit. Iconoclastic insoience, and a down and
dirty connection with real life Heathers is a delicious
dead-on deadpan satire on Tod ay's hlti schrs
Released by New World Pictures
Produced by Denise Di Now
Directed by Michael Lehmann
Screenplay by Daniel Waters
Starring: Winona Ryder, Christian Slater.
Shannen Doherty. Kum Walker. Usanne Falk.
Penelope Milford
IC) Rated R
Distributed by Films Incorporated
FILMS INCORPORATED
Friday, May 4th
6:30 and 9:00 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
50 cents with student ID
$3.00 all others
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Six achievement kudos awarded
Semen arum
Staff Writer
Talent. perseverance and emdnramce
pay off. The six Outstanding Achieve-
meat Award recipients are teak:may to
that, said Dwight Rideciat, aseismant
vice president and dear of student
services.
Outstanding Achievement Awards.
given during a ceremony last Tuesday In
the University Club, honored those in-
dividuals who made the aminersity a bet-
ter and more enjoyable place to live,
study and socialize_
"The Outstanding Achievement
Awards are institutional itsegaitits of
all your day to day aaisities.
Rideout said.
Rideout received about 22applica-
tions this year. which is slightly lower
than years previous_ "Compoizina_was
keen, " he said. "You could harm
giNen an award to anyene who ap-
plied. • '
Awards were gnat in fair categories:
commoity service, camps citizenship,
athletic achievement ad arts aid
entertainnamt_ -
Of the 1,2 potential awards only sa
were given_ "We felt there were
sixtstudensi that were in a agency .just
a little (afferent from the other
DOIEDIDCS*. " Rideout said
Shen Badger was rewarded for her ef-
forts in calosnamity service-
-She has had a profaned effect as
anianity's vollINIESET program. -
Pb said_ "Her sannigcommiemeat..
to this program has bronght many peo-
ple to this activity. " Badger eurn
remained the program it is now called
VOICE iVninnteers la COMialialtil
Efforts
conamotios with anders. beaky
and staff Badger nrgailized Wallk-A-
Boa. a seven-day fund raiser that
demated IMOD mo the March Of Dimes
and Alnerienti Henn Asanciation.
Badger, morns a V. said. -I this&
ies a adminaiion four years
here " She is commillailg a men in
patio.
aialingt in the Sondem
Alumni Amciintion. recened the cam-
pus orionship award_
Jones has been a max stake& in and
era at die classroom - her anomalatime
grade point :nerve is 3.t. Sit was
duirwomat cif Maine Day, COCINFERINOT
of Hommiecionig. Panto and Friends
Weekend and Roam Weekend_
-11 am really very pkased." sir
said_ i've comiitled a lot of time and
effect to the minersity. and I reek,
CROSS 
ccNiliek
MMEN'S WOMEN'S
FOR UMAINE MEN 6 WOMEN INTERESTED IN
RUNNING CROSS COUNTRY IN -THE FALL
1990. THERE Will I3E AN ORGANIZED
MEETING AT THE DEXTER LOUNGE THURS
MAY 3 AT 4:00PM OR CONTACT JIM
BALUNGER IA44074
honored to have ton dram as the te..4-
plena_ " She will meet doe mongement
program eta 'Portland insimatre corn-
paw this,samina. •
, Arts and conammieation awards were
rail to two geadiate students: Mat-
&en Ames and Matthew Ntichaud.
' Ames organized the Aspirations
Theater Project, which attracted state-
wide aernatatfar its impact on young
people_ For this project he formed an
aging norape that developed improvisa-
tions and supervised performances and
discussicas.
• "It's realty nice to be nominated by
the people in my department. " Ames ,
said -I worked bard and it's good to
base their respect."
Ames is off to Louisiana State
Unnersity.where be *nil pursue a Ph . D
in teething theater.
\behold, the other arts and com-
mit:aim award recipient. ClaCveccfull)
cannacited his graduate work in speech
camommicalion- -ether-eampus
and organizations. particularly
Residential life, Rideout said.
He developed • programs and
workshops to benefit campus corn-
- midi marry of the issues relating
to appropriate and healthy communica-
tion, Rideout said.
Reginald Banks and Dean Smith were
rewarded for their athletic achievelent.
Banks was the most valuable basket-
ball player in 1987-88, the season in
which he schooled opponents with a
record 50 cram shots.
Off the court Banks founded Kappa
Alpha Psi, was a member of the conduct
committee, and member of the Afro-
American Student Association.
Smith, a top ranked electrical
engineer, made the Dean's List every
semester, and had three 4.0 efforts.
Last season he was the basketball
team's leading scorer with 19 points a
game, and was selected as acadtpmic
all-American.
Rideout said those who did not
receive an award should still be proud;
for they also contributed significantly to
the camiltis community.
11 told the University Club gather-
ing, "We are really fortunate to work
with all these students, and I hope you
as students feel very fortunate to have
as classmates the people who surround
you tonight."
Computer advisers
persecute students
— r...ersity of Mm-
nescairs coaripaier WieDICX department
repoiromey is punishing students whose
advisers oppose the department chair-
s= is an internal department power
straggle.
Sado= whose advisers side with
deponent dolman David Fox were
aeon likely to pass a battery of test to
get ain the computer science doctoral
grogram than sonients whose advisers
opposed F. the Minnesota Daily
reported in a copyrighted stor).
Aali-Fas students tended to fail the
bassay emca if they had higher grade-
palm awerages the students with pro-
Fos advisers. the Doily said after mat-
ching Sauirlite Illooess in gating  into
SUMMER BREAK POSITIONS
$11°5
• manoimat. oar is
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• SITERNISHPS SOWAISPIPS POSSISLE
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• Kiva minstammon POMO. AIMS Qr.
the program wk the political stance of
their adrisas.
The smuggle apparently is one for
• ALL MAJORS NAT APPLY
ENTRY Ilya
PAT RATE
• DETAILS COVERED AT WEAVE",
EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION •
PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE 207-773-2232
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prestige and department control bet-
ween Fox and two internationally
renowned computer science professors,
Ocsar lbarra and Sartaj Sahni. lbarra
has resigned from the school.
At issue is a series of requirements —
collectively called the Written
Preliminary Exam (A'PE)- that students
must meet to get into Minnesota's doc-
toral program. Students are graded in
three parts: an exam, grade transcripts
and personal references form faculty
members.
The Daily found that one student with
a pro-fox adviser, a 3.'5 gradepoint
average and a 1.75(out of 4.0) on the
WPE got into the program. But another
student with a 3.9 GPA. a 2 4 WPF and
an anti-Fox adviser failed to get into the
program. The Doily cited several other
instances that suggest the power strug-
gle has influenced. ctinient‘' wpE
scores. , -
"Many departments hzise opposing
camps. l've heard this only- as hearsay.
but I believe it," said Jeffrey Keta).
publisher of Lingua Franca, a magazine
that will cover scholarly politis-s w hen it
begins publication in the fall.
The WPE is just the latest problem in
the department, which has been plagued
for months by charges of mismange-
ment on Fox's part, hate mail sent to
Asian professors in the department and
the copying of one professor 's electronic
mail.
"It's a potential danget that graduate
students can get enmeshed in internal
factuly diputes. It's sets unprofessional
(on the professors' parts) and sets un-
fair to the students," kittay said.
Neither anit-fo‘ Pi of lames Slagle.
who ads iscd the student ss it h the 1.9
GPA. nor Fox rettitned phone calls to
the College Press Sets ice
"I'm sure the process is subjective
and that must he changed," Perry
Busalacchi, a graduate student, told the
Doll.
cchi, ssho is Slagle's son-inliw.
failed the exam es en i housh he had a 3.9
GPA. published 14 articles during the
I 918-89 year and teaches dASSeS.
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Bicycle to assist the handicapped
University of Maine mechanical engineering technology students Edward Dodge
of Readfield, left, Mike Corner of Hampden, and Kelley Hashey of Bangor display
the all-terrain vehicle they built for the handicapped as part of a class project.
The vehicle is one of five that will race in a number of competitive events on May 5.
WTOS-FM
105
Thursday Night
Original all Digital Rock 'n Roll Ball
$1.05 Cover, Bar Drinks, Coors Beer
And
$105- Giveaway
Party with WTOS DJ's
Doors Open at 8:00 P.M.
ORONO - Mechanical engineering
technology students at the University of
Maine will race vehicles they designed
to assist the handicapped on May 5.
Since last fall, each of five teams from
Design III, a senior engineering class,
have been designing and building a
human-powered all-terrain vehicle for
persons with no arms or with a limited
use of their arms.
The vehicles, contrived for the use
and power of one person, will be tested
by the 22 students in a number of com-
petitive events on the campus mall.
The competition will begin at 8:30
a.m. with a design evaluation by a group
of non-biased judges. Students will then
race the vehicles in two drag races, an
endurance race, an obstacle course, and
a sprint/brake test. The final event, star-
ting and ending by Ornamental
Gardens, will require racing through dirt
or mud paths and cornfields. In races
that specify accident victim participa-
tion, both hands will be immobilized
with a standard splint attached at the
time of the event.
"The students get very excited about
these projects," said associate pro-
fessor Herbert Crosby, who teaches the
class and orgAzes the annual event.
"Every year the senior class creates
something original, with a specific and
often unusual purpose. Future Design
III students look forward to their chance
at invention."
Michael Noyes, b Levant resident who
was born with no arms, will be one of
the judges during the event. The
students plan to give the vehicle to
qualified recipients, including one to
Noyes.
The Maine Campus
is taking applications for
circulation manager
Al! those
interested in these positions
should contact Bill Fletcher or
Steven Pappas in the basement
of Lord Hall.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
MAY GRADVATES
_414e-Stafforci-
Loan (GSL) or Supplemental Loan for Students
(SLS) programs, you are required to attend
an exit loan counseling session prior to
your graduation this May. Loan counseling
sessions will be offered at the following
times:
. "I I
Tuesday, May 1 at 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 1 at7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 2 at 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 2 at 7:00 p.m.
All sessions will be held in
137 Bennett Hall
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
NOTE: If you have borrowed from both the
Perkins NDSL program AND the Stafford GSL
you need only attend one session.
f
1.1
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•Jamison
 (continued from page 2)
said. "I'd also like to learn another
language, especially Spanish."
In the meantime, Jamison is actively
searching for a Latin teaching position
within the state.
Even though the registrar's office
estimates a little over 1,500 students ap-
plied for May graduation, Jamison will
not be hard to find. Like salutatorian
Randy Butler, she will be seated on stage
during the May 12 commencement
exercises.
Having taken a variety of liberal arts
courses, Jamison said she particuiarl,
liked Western Traditions in Literature
and Latin Literature and Translation.
"These classes dealt a lot with Latin
and Greek authors," said Jamison,
who has played the flute for 12 years.
"Their classical emphasis really kept my
attention and interest. "
"I'm really looking forward to
graduation because I feel it's time for
me to move on in my life," Jamison
said. "I want a taste of the real
world."
For those students remaining at
UMaine, Jamison has some advice:
"Just do the best you can do."
•Butler
 (continued from page 2)
said Butler, who received the Principal's
Award, an award given to a top student
for academics and citizenship, at
Nokomis.
While at UMaine, Butler said he has
enjoyed classes like Reinforced Concrete
Design and Water Supply because they
put learned skills into practice.
"A lot of courses you get are all
theory and you don't get into the prac-
tical," he said.
Following graduation, Butler will
work at Dingo Engineering in Water-
ville, where he has worked part time
during the academic year and over sum-
mer vacation. Eventually, he hopes to
become a project manager for Dingo.
Butler, who has two brothers and two
sisters, said he may return to UMaine to
further his, education in a few years
Right now, he looks forward to gaining
work experience.
"I'd like to get experience and get an
idea of what direction I'm going to
go," said the active member of the
Hartland Baptist Church. "There's a lot
to learn in the working world."
Butler, son of Darrell nd Esther
Butler, of St. Albans, will join valedic-
torian Nathalie Jamison on stage for the.
May 12 commencement exercises. Ac-
cording to the registrar's office, a little
over 1,500 students have applied for
May graduation.
With 20 to 25 family members ex-
pected to attend graduation, Butler
looks forward to the event.
"It'll be nice to get home at night and
not have to worry about studying."
Roommate Wanted
for summer sublet.
Located at Main and
Bennoch. Dirt cheap.
Call Doug 866-2698.
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• Bush
(continued from page 1)
prisoners to attain the release of a hand-
ful of Israeli captives.
As he met with congressional leaders
today, Bush said "it is joyous news"
that Reed was released. he also noted
that Polhill had given him a secret
message Monday from his captors but
refused to comment further on the
hostages.
Bush publicly praised Syria and Iran
for exerting pressure on the kidnappers.
Yet, Bush also prodded Syria and
Iran to work for the release of more
hostages, emphasizing they should not
expect normal relations or "vast im-
provement until all Americans are
freed."
"When a step is taken that goes
toward that day when all hostages are
released, I should say thank you,"
Bush said. "But beyond that, I can't say
that I can be happy."
"I've tried to put myself in the place
of the other families and say, 'Hey,
what about my loved one?' So this is a
tough business," the president said.
Appearing before a Senate appropria-
tions subcommittee, Secretary of State
James A. Baker III was asked what the
United States might be asked to due in
return for assistance by Iran and Syria
in gaining release of Polhill and Reed.
"I will not comment on what we are
being asked to do, directly or indirect-
ly," replied Baker.
He went on to say that "our policy
is that we should not engage in deal-
making" over hostages.
Ignoring the advice of some advisers,
Bush took no steps to postpone the
release of a State Department report on
terrorism that criticized both Syria and
Iran.
The report, marring the two nations'
efforts to improve their reputations, said
Iran still uses terrorism in pursuit of
foreign policy goals, and Syria continues
to support a variety of terrorist groups.
As Reed was relishing his first hours
ot freedom in Damascus, Syria, Bush
met at the White House with Polhill,
who has been undergoing treatment at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center here.
Polhill, suffering from a growth on
his vocal cords, spoke in a raspy
whisper.
• Dance
41111rhowlier.
"It is going to hurt us in the short
run," he said. "Long-term we hope
to be able to recover from it."
Chad Crabtree, president of student
government, called the protest "very im-
pressive. "
Crabtree said that students have been
accepting cutbacks and fee hikes for a
long time.
He said he believed the early morn-
ing protest showed that students
"thought it was too excessive" to ig-
nore, he said.
Lick said after the meeting that he had
been informed of the protest only
minutes before leaving his house.
"I thought it was a very good session.
The discussion was excellent, " he
said.
He doubted, however,: if it would af-
fect the BOT's decision to pass the
finalized budget cut recommendations.
Karageorge said she felt Lick was
"sympathetic" but didn't think he had
changed his mind.
"I don't think he wants to cut it, but
I don't think he is going to do anything
about it," she said.
(continued from page 11
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Editorial
Relations are a
two-way street
ver a month has passed since tensions between
off-campus students and the town of Orono
took a turn for the worse. A month punctuated
by useless meetings between administrators, students
and town officials.
A month marked with a lot of rhetoric about com-
munity living, some of it generated by this newspaper.
Amazingly, the one thing this past month hasn't been
marked with is an escalation of those tensions.
It has, however, been marked by honest attempts by
members of the off-campus student community to im-
prove relations between the town and students.
Unfortunately, those feelings haven't been
reciprocated by the town.
Off-Campus Board President Jessica Loos told town
officials at one meeting that her organization would be
willing to charge admission to Bumstock and donate the
funds to the Orono Creative Playground.
In return, she wanted only one thing — to keep
Bumstock at its traditional location, the cabins field.
Town council chair Francis Martin called the plan
blackmail. He refused to let Bumstock stay.
And so Bumstock moved on campus. Donations were
still collected for the playground.
But anyone who believes Bumstock will be able to
move back to the cabins field is wrong. It's on campus
to stay.
When members of the OCB attempted to participate
in Maine Day, they gathered at the municipal lot in
Orono and awaited the tools Orono said they would
supply. The participants waited one and a half hours.
The town never showed up.
Orono officials yell and scream about students being
negative. But, when students try to be positive, Orono
shuts them out.
That's no way to form a partnership. That's no way
to treat citizens.
And, most certainly, that's no way to solve a
problem.
Talk about "the university community" all you want.
Nothing will get better until the town of Orono decides
to meet OCB's efforts with efforts of its own.
The Maine Cam
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A look to the past
The more things change the
more they remain the same.
Yes, it is a cliche. But the
other day I was thinking just
how well it described life on this
campus.
It seems every year we argue
about the same issues: CIA
recruitment, bookstore prices,
the academic calendar, the
union, parties, fraternities, ad
infinitem, ad nauseum.
There's nothing wrong with
that. After all these issues affect
us directly so it's natural we
should be preoccupied with
them.
However, every year we gru-
ble ant growl like it was the
first time anyone ever thought
—ter- compten about catetena
food.
Sorry, when Fred Flinstone
and Barney Rubble roomed
together at Rock U. they com-
plained about the pterodactyl
lasagna too.
With this thought in mind,
the issues not the lasagna, i
decided to take a brief crash
course in the history of
UMaine.
Actually it was a brief history
via old issues of the Maine
Campus. We have back issues
of the Campus dating back to
about 1945.
I grabbed a few years worth
and read through some of
them. Back in 1942 the paper
was also named the Maine
Campus, but it was only a
weekly.
The top story of the first edi-
tion stated that enrollment was
at its highest since 1942, it stood
at 1,127. ,
In order to solve the housing
shortage the university leased
32 trailers for vetrans of who
wanted to be students at Maine.
By the time 1952 rolled
around enrollement exceeded
3,000. Twenty percent percent
of UMaine's students were
from out of state. In fact
Damon Kiesow
UMaine had representatives
from 21 of the 48 states.
In a familiar chain of events
the student senate held elee-
tioril, and To-flowed- Them with —
accusations of vote fraud and
favoritism.
It was in '53 that mew union
opened on campus. Named the
Memorial Union more than
2,000 people toured the
building during its open house.
In a "name the room" contest
11 people picked "The Bear's
Den" as the name for the new
food department.
In 1964 enrollment once
again hit an all time high, this
time 5,455 students.
WMEB announced a new
program schedule: 6-7 p.m. -
easy listening; 7-8 p.m. - news;
8-11 p.m. classical.
Free phones for on-campus
use were first installed for
students in 1964, it was also the
last time they all worked.
As usual the student govern-
ment was having financial dif-
ficulties. The student senate,
because of the Maine Day noon
meal, went $500 in debt.
Anybody remember the $700
they gave to Nevis last year?
In 1964 a petition was cir-
culated requesting that coeds
(that is women) be allowed to
enter men's dorm rooms.
Restrictions were to include:
prior notice being given to a
counselor (R.A.), doors being
left open, and the consent of
the roommate.
In a story right out of tomor-
row's headlines, students com-
plained about the crowds in the
library and the lines at the
union. "More than 10,000 peo-
ple visit the union daily" the
story said, "the worst is still to
come." And that was 25
years and thousands of students
ago.
The 1970 spring semester
opened with a full front page
photo of Stephen King, double-
barrel shotgun in hand, in-
sisting that you "STUDY
DAMMIT. "
A bikis.sue that semester was
an upcomming raise in tuition.
The raise was being projected
_ cost students $200._u2.
per semester.
1970 also brought a debate
over making two dorms, Stod-
der and Chadbourne, co-ed.
The student senate supported
the plan, President Winthrop
Libby was opposed.
The environment was a
favorite topic that year. One
entire issue of the Campus was
devoted to the subject. Of
course that's not surprising
when you consider 1970 was the
first celebration of what has
since become a national
pastime, Earth Day.
So I guess some things have
changed: coed dorms, WMEB;
while other things are still the
same: tuition hikes, crowded
union, high enrollment, student
senate.
Actually it seems more things
haveS changed than are the
same. But it just goes to show,
you can't win 'ern all.
Yes it's a cliche. But....
Damon Kiesow is a sophomore
from Albion, ME who has ab-
solutely no idea what the point
of this column was. So don't
bother to read it.
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Response
The bankrupting of an ideology
To the editor:
Imagine my surprise when I
found out that I do not believe
in either peace or democracy. I
am still "befuddled" by this
revelation.
According to Tim Doyle, a
student in the Marxist/Socialist
studies program, I have disdain
and antipathy for peace in El
Salvador. There is no statement
more diametrically opposite
from the truth than this one.
The reason for the continua-
tion of the civil war in El
Salvador so blatantly obvious
that I am surprised even
pseudo-intellectuals fail to see
it. If it were not for Communist
fanatics in Havana and
Managua providing military aid
to a small group within El
Salvador, whose aim is to il-
legitimately usurp political
power through violent means,
then the revolution would have
ended long ago since support
for the FMLN among the
Salvadoran population is quite
limited. But then again, I am
sure that I do not have to re-
mind such as adept student of
Marxist doctrine like Doyle that
violent revolution is the prefer-
red method that Communists
use when seeking power. Try
talking democracy to a true
Communist and you will pro-
bably get spit on.
Now that the Nicaraguan
election has apparently broken
Many thanks
To the editor:
I am writing to you concern-
ing the wonderful assistance
given to me by the Sigma Nu
Fraternity. On March 24, 1990,
I moved from one side of Old
Town to the other. In my ef-
forts to try and relocate on my
own, I found it impossible to
do alone. I then asked a co-
worker to help me, and he
agreed. He then asked fellow
Sigma Nu brothers to help in
his effort. Without any trouble
he recruited four other brothers
to assist me in the move. The
five men were of invaluable
help to me and made my move
a swift and effective one.
Within one day my entire
household belongings were
relocated with great speed and
skill. My belongings were taken
care_ of very well, with no ac-
cidents, or problems. I could
not done it without them.
The Sigma Mu Fraternity
was so gracious and understan-
ding, and asked for nothing in
return for their help. I felt as if
I had real "brothers" on my
side, and I wanted the Univer-
sity of Maine at Orono to know
about their wonderful help to
me. I hope you truly unders-
tand how much I appreciated
their help. This letter is my true
thank-you to them, and you for
having such fine young men at-
tending your school.
Thank-you Sigma Nu!!
Jolene Deringer Jones
Old Town resident
the Moscow-Havana-Managua
arms pipeline into El Salvador,
it will be interesting to observe
the winding down of this
bloody civil war as foreign sup-
port for the FMLN withers
away.
While I'm on the subject of
Nicaragua, I once again found '
it striking that the facts were ig-
nored in Doyle's letter and the
fiction perpetuated on such a
scale that his letter could have
easily fit into a George Orwell
novel. The idea that one can
blame the demise of the
"worker's paradise" in
Nicaragua on "American im-
perialism flexing its muscle" is
sheer bunk. Of course,
Nicaraguan economic woes
have nothing to do with San-
dinista policies of economic col-
lectis ization and central plann-
ing, do they? In fact, the
American trade embargo was
not implemented until May of
1985, long after all indicators
showed that the Sandinistas
had turned their economy into
a shambles. But, as always is
the case with Marxists, Doyle
pointed his finger at something
like the trade embargo to divert
attention away from the real
truth which is that Marxist
economics are a sad joke which
dole out nothing but human
misery on an unprecedented
level.
As for Doyle's remark that I
believe the only way to achieve
Easter basket
drive delivers
To the editor:
Gamma Sigma Sigma would
like to thank the following for
their generous donations
towards this years Easter
Baskets:
Alpha Tau Omega
All Maine Women
Alpha Phi Omega
York Village
York Hall
Gannett Hall
Hart Hall
Dunn Hall
Estabrooke Hall
Irving Oil Company
Circle K
This year we delivered 50
baskets to needy families in the
Old Town, Orono, and Veazie
areas. We thank you for help-
ing to make this years project
successful and hope that you
will help keep this project suc-
cessful in future years.
Thanks Again.
Christine Rice
Rachel Groves
Beth Burgher
Easter Basket Chairpersons
peace with someone is to kill
them, I am tempted to not even
dignify such a stupid comment
with a response. .but I will. If
you are locked in mortal com-
bat with someone who, every
time you try to negotiate, gives
you the diplomatic equivalent
of sticking their fingers in their
ears and going "Hum, hum,
hum, I can't hear you! I can't
hear you!", then I would have
to say that your options are
probably limited to keeping
yourself armed to the hilt and
fighting when attacked. If this
is "haughty cynicism," then
so be it.
Steven Attenweiler
Capitalist/Freedom studies
friE "froororrn of aroriforro 
For verification
purposes, a name,
address, and phone
number must fiC-
company all letters.
A shared responsibility-part I
During the past several weeks
much has been written and said
about the availability of
social/cultual/recreational pro-
grams at the University. Pro-
gramming at the University is
actually a shared responsibility
— shared by many student
organizations and shared
among many administrative
and academic departments.
While I have supervisory
resonsibility for only one area,
I welcome the opportunity to
discuss this issue.
I want to begin by
acknowledging my agreement
that additional programming
and, much more importantly, a
different mix of programming
are needed. However, before I
proceed further, it might be
helpful to give a few examples
of the type and extent of pro-
gramming that currently exists
on campus. Residents on Cam-
pus (ROC) schedules movies,
dances, and periodic days of
celebration; the Greeks offer
frequent house parties (fewer
than the past — yes — but
many collectively), formals,
and special weekends; the Off-
Campus Board (OCB) has
focussed its efforts on musical
events at the Rams Horn (cof-
feehouses) and on concerts.
The Union Board (TUB) pro-
vides film series, live entertain-
ment (comedy nights, variety
shows, and bands), forums for
controversial issues, and special
events. To this enumeration
must be added the offerings of
stndent organizations such as
Maine Peace Action Corps, the
Afro-American Association,
American Indians at Maine, the
International Student Club,
University Singers, the GerrtiaN_
Club, and others.
Administrative and academic
departments make a significant
contribution to the out-of-class
life of our community. The
Athletic Department provides a
Division I sports program; the
Maine Center for the Arts, the
Music Department, and the
Theater and Dance Department
offer a wide vaiety of perfor-
mances; and the Memorial
Union Maine Bound Program
offers instruction and trips that
fulfill the needs of many; but-
door recreationalists
ice/rock climbing;rope/repell-
ing courses, kayaking, etc.).
There are also special events
such as the week-long celebra-
tion of Martin Luther King,
Jr., Black History Month,
Culturefest, Women's History
Month, art and photo exhibits,
frequent symposia, and on and
on. lam sure I have omitted
even now some programs from
this list. Still, I might end with
the University's appropriating
funds for the new concert park
across from Hilltop Complex
last fall. The park was conceiv-
ed to broaden possibilities for
outside activities that students
can enjoy. It was designed to
serve the needs of the com-
munity by making the area
more conducive to concerts,
student orientation, alumni ac-
tivities, and additional outdoor
programming.
Yet, I do believe that the
University administration must
become more responsive to
students. This must be ac-
complished within a context
that first and foremost we are
an academic institution and our
programming must comple-
ment that mission. We need to
strike a balancebetween being
more involved in student pro-
gramming and being less
intrusive.
We must guard against over-
regulation and be readily
available to facilitate student
groups that wish to develop
their own social environment.
There past three weeks students
have repeated that latge off-
campus parties often serve
social needs not available on
campus. Students have told me
that the issue if often not drink-
ing but rather a need for par-
ties of one sort or another
where stNdents can socialize, at
low cost, during hours that
meet their life-syle needs. This
is a good opportunity to ex-
plore together what will create
more satisfactory social life on
campus, and I believe that
members of the administration
are ready to work for creative
new approaches. This work will
proceed more quickly and
smoothly if we avoid negative
feelings from past events,
strains in personal relation-
ships, and inflexible positions.
Dwight L. Rideout
Assistant Vice President
and Dean of Student Services
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Dioxin argument creates scares
WASHINGTON (AP)- Coffee filters,
food wrap and other paper products do
not contain enough dioxin to warrant
regulation and pose no significant health
concerns, the Environmental Protection
Agency said Monday.
Nevertheless, the EPA said it expects
the paper industry to further reduce
dioxin levels in its products and an-
nounced new regulations to cut dioxin
releases into watertvays near paper mills
because of evidence of fish
contamination.
The EPA said a "very small number"
of individuals, whose diets rely heavily
on fish from waters near such mills, may
be exposed to siginficant additional
cancer risk. The agency said it was
working with states to post fishing ad-
visories near some mills.
A cancer risk analysis from eating fish
from waters near specific paper mills
was still being prepared and no
breakdown as to health risks by mills
was available.
There are 104 paper mills, operated
by 38 companies, that produce bleach-
ed paper products.
Henry Habicht, EPA's deputy ad-
ministrator, said EPA planned to issue
new permit guidelines for states and
tougher effluent limitations for mills to
force industry action. The agency also
said it would curb the use of dioxin-
contaminated sludge as fertilizer near
some paper mills.
Environmentalists have raised con-
cerns about dioxin in paper products
since tests several years ago showed
traces of the highly toxic chemical in
bleached wood pulp.
Dioxin, which is known to cause
cancer and birth defects in lab animals
and, in high concentrations, skin
disorders in humans, is a byproduct of
the chlorine-based bleaching process.
• The EPA is under a court directive to
evaluate the dioxin danger in paper pro-
ducts and take protective measures. The
agency lists it as a probable cause of
cancer in humans.
The agency said Monday that an
analysis of cancer risks from exposure
to bleached paper items shows risks too
low to require regulatory controls.
The dioxin levels in paper products
that come into contact with food pose
at most an aggregate cancer risk of no
greater than 2.4 cancers for every one
million people exposed.
For such products as milk cartons and
coffee filters, the risks are less than one
in one million, the EPA said.
The agency routinelyuses the one-in-
one-million risk threshold as a ben-
chmark for possible regulatory action in
"Jerry is going for
a triple major, since
he gut his PS/2."
How're you going to do it?
You can aim high with both the IBM Personal System/2® Models 55 SX and 70. They
have power and speed to spare, so you can work on several assignments simultaneously
and transfer information from one project to another.
With a point-and-click IBM Mouse and color
graphics, they're easy to learn and fun to use.
• t
1t•They are ready to go, preloaded with the software
you need. And they come with something else—a
special student price and affordable loan payments.*
The IBM PS/2®—it can help you take on college
today and the world tomorrow.
P8/2 Mod*. 55 SX (U31)
• 2Mb memory
• 80386SX- (16 MHz) processor
• 30Mb fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb)
• 8513 Coior Display
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• DOS 40
• Microsoft' Windows, Word for
Windows."'" and E xcel-
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Manager and Color
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P8/2 Mod& 70 (1)111)
• 4Mb memory
• 80386- (16 MHz) processor
• 60Mb fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive
(1.44Mb)
• 8513 Color Display
• Micro Channel architecture
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft Windows, Word for
Windows,- and Excel-
• hDC Windows Express,
Manager and Color
Only $4,899
For more information,
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MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HAU_, UM
581-2519
• TN. offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets Prices quoted do not include salestax handkng and for processing charges Check with your institution regarding it,.,. charges Orders are subiect to availability Prices are subiect to change arid IBMmay withdraw the offer it any time without written notice
•• Microsoft Word for Windows and Excel we the Academic Editions
.IBM Personal Sy5tem/2 and PS/2 we registered trademarks of International Busoriess Machines Corporation Microsoft is a registered trademark of MicrosoftCorporation
'Micro Channel is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation 00386SX and 90386 am trademarks of Intel Corporation Word for Windows is atra6emark of Microsoft Corporation tiOC Windows Express. Manager and Color are trademarks of hOC Computer CorporationC IBM Corporation 1990
cases involving cancer-causing chemicals
in food products.
Habicht said the risks for some paper
products were somewhat greater than
one in one million. But he said no
regulatory action is needed because the
contamination levels still were extreme-
ly low.
He said the agency intends to press the
paper industry "to reduce those levels
even further."
Jim Benson, acting administrator of
the Food and Drug Administration, said
the dioxin levels in foods from bleach-
ed paper "is not a major health pro-
blem" but the FDA wants the level
reduced to zero.
Red Caveny, president of the
American Paper Institute, said the in-
dustry has greatly reduced the dioxin
levels in paper products over the last 18
months by changing the bleaching pro-
cess. He said dioxin levels in mhk car-
tons and coffee filters already are so low
they cannot be distinguished from
"background" dioxin levels already
found in foods.
"We have been able to reduce the
levels (of dioxins) almost 50 percent in
the last two years," he said in an in-
terview.
He maintained the improvements
have made some of the data used in the
EPA analysis out of date.
EPA officials said the greater dioxin
concern stems from releases of the
chemical from mills into waterways.
The agency said tests on fish caught
downstream and a few miles from some
of the mills had dioxin levels great
enough to pose as much as a one-
in-1,000 cancer risk to people eating
large amounts of such fish. Habicht said
The health concerns are confined to a
"very small number of people" whose
diet consists of large amounts of local-
ly caught fish near some of the mills.
There is no indication of any problem
with comercially caught fish, he said.
In Atlanta, two activists affiliated
with Greenpeace climbed 150 feet up the
Georgia-Pacific Corp. building and un-
furled a banner reading, "Take the
Poison Out of Pulp," calling for an
end to the chlorine bleach process.
Georgia-Pacific is a major paper
manufacturer.
Beth Zoffman, a company
spokeswoman, pointed at the two
climbers and said, "This creates a far
greater risk than the entire production
of dioxin in pulp. They are creating an
unnecessary risk to themselves and the
people on the ground."
Police said the pair would be charg-
ed with criminal trespass and reckless
conduct.
Free Information
1-800-322-5455 or
1-800-458-READ
990.
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Committee to study arts degree
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
A committee designed to study the re-
quirements for a bachelor of arts degree
has been organized at the University of
Maine.
"It's a brand new committee," said
Carol Wood, chair of the Assembly of
Faculty of Arts andSciences, Monday.
Dedicated to the balanced integration
of liberal arts studies, the assembly is
comprised of faculty from the College
of Sciences, the College of Arts and
Humanities and the College of Social
and Behavioral Sciences. Currently,
there are 18 members.
"We've tried to ensure that there's
broad faculty representation," said
Wood, who is also an assistant professor
of Nursing and a graduate student.
"It's an interactive committee so
hopefully rather than having polarized
power and decision making, a broad
spectrum of issues will facilitate com-
ment between the colleges," she said.
Originally known as the Faculty
Assembly Planning Committee, the
Orono thefts linked
During the weekend of March 31 —
April 2, a series of thefts took place near
Alpha Gamma Rho and in a parking lot
outside Stillwater Apartments, in
Orono.
Police have reason to believe the
thefts are related.
On the morning of April 1, a Univer-
sity of Maine student returned an In-
stacard to the D.partment of Public
Safety.
Later that day, police reported the
owner of the Instacard claimed her
wallet had been stolen.
Also that day, police reported two
thefts and several cars in the Alpha
Gamma Rho parking lot had been
entered and the contents of the glove
compartments had been searched.
A radar detector and a wallet were
stolen from the vehicles, police report.
Another car in the Delta Upsilon
parking lot had items reportedly stolen
as well.
On April 2, a student found three
wallets on the side of the road near Col-
lege Heights, in Orono. All of the
wallets had been stolen from cars at
Stillwater Apartments.
Accoiditik to a UMaine police report,
all three wallets had Instacards stolen
from them.
Orono police reported that three
university students who live at Stillwater
Apartments had radar detectors and
wallets stoles from their automobiles.
On separate occasions, a male,
described to be in his 20's, made at-
tempts at using the stolen ATM cards.
Surveillance cameras took pictures of
the subject believed to be involved in
these thefts.
Anyone who can correctly identify the
man or provide the police department
with information on these thefts should
contact Officer Torrey at the Depart-
ment of Public Safety.
z4v;MIW3tr Z.
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group met for about a year, Wood said.
But by Jan. 1990, the assembly had
drafted bylaws and was approved as a
full-fledged group.
Although the assembly was establish-
ed to look at bachelor of arts degree re-
quirements, it used its first meeting as
an informal question and answer
session.
"It was an informational meeting to
introduce all 18 members to the purpose
and the goals of the committee, said
Wood of the April 24 session.
In addition, the assembly elected
Wood to be the group's chairperson and
the constitution was discussed.
The assembly's next meeting will be
held sometime in May "after I have a
chance to go over and talk to associates
and see if they have an agenda they'd
like to address," Wood said.
She added that the assembly hopes to
meet once a month.
"We'll start off once a month and
hope that'll do it. It might be we'll need
more meetings," Wood said. "That'll
depend on what jobs people give us to
do."
Remember to complete your
AWAY REGISTRATION FORM
All students who intend to
STUDY ABROAD
during the fall semester
and apply the earned academic
credits towards a
University of Maine degree program
Must complete an
AWAY REGISTRATION FORM
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Disabilities aim of new program
131 Jim Sheehan
Special to the Campus
What's it like to live, attend classes,
and learn if one is a student with a
disability?
The University of Maine community
had a chance to imagine at "The Key is
ABILITY" program, presented last
Monday afternoon in Wells Commons.
A wheelchair obstacle course and a
course specializing in finding and cor-
rectly dialing a telephone while blind-
folded were just two of the ways in
which participants could begin to
understand the difficulties that sOme
students experience.
"We wanted to make it very ap-
plicable to the college setting," said
Katie Douglas, Community Develop-
ment coordinator and the person infor-
mally in charge of monitoring the pro-
gram.
"We %yawed to de-mystify some of
the disabilities people may have heard
about."
Sponsored by Residential Life staff
members from West campus and the
Bangor campus, "The Key is ABILI-
TY" is the off-shoot of an August
retreat for residential directors on im-
plementing diversity programs for the
university, Douglas said.
Each West and Bangor campus R.D.
approached their staff members with the
idea of creating an area-wide,
experimentally-based program dealing
with the life of the disabled on campus,
she said.
The six staffs each chose a disability,
learned more about it, and created a sta-
tion for the program where people could
"take as much risk as they wanted to"
in learning about the disability, Douglas
said.
"A lot of people have learned that it's
harder than it looks," said Hancock
Hall resident assistant Stacy Flood,
referring to the wheelchair obstacle
course developed by the Hancock staff.
The course, which utilized the lounge
ramp and the handicapped-access doors
of the dining commons, included a stop
at a telephone booth where a phone call
was made—a source of difficulty for
most participants, because the front
wheels of the chair were too wide to fit
'through the door.
- ----- "We're focusing on the ability side
rather than the disability side," said
Bangor campus R.A. James Klenk,
whose station referred to the disabled as
"different-abled, " and presented an
overview of their experiences and how
they are portrayed in the media.
In addition to the activities mention-
ed above, participants could also ex-
perience having a hearing impairment,
a reading disability, and a loss of hand
and arm ability.
Although the program's creation was
mainly the responsibility of the R.D.s
and their staffs, Douglas credited O.J.
Logue, coordinator of Services for
Physically Handicapped Students, for
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them with the initial ideas.
Logue, who views himself as "a
center person for all disability issues af-
fecting students," said approximately
155 disabled students are currently
enrolled at UMaine.
As part of the Onward Program,
Logue assists these students with their
housing, classroom, and mobility needs.
The success of a disabled student,
Logue said, depends on the early
diagnosis of a problem, its severity, and
the ability of the student to develop
"combination skills," such as using a
computer to overcome a writing
problem.
"If they can accept the fact that they
have a learning disability, they can move
forward," he said.
While Logue is very pleased with the
strong support for his programs from
"the president on down," he feels
that there is still "a ways to go. "
MPAC's
heritage
defined
By Richard Marston
Special to the Campus
The Maine Peace Action Committee
(MPAC) was started in the early 1970s,
during the last few years of the Vietnam
War.
"The MPAC was started to promote
peace and social justice," said Mike
Howard, a member of the organization
and an associate professor of
philosophy at UMaine.
On the University of Maine campus,
the MPAC is made up of a combination
of students, faculty, and some people
from the surrounding communities. The
committee works to mobilize people
against social injustices occurring
anywhere from Central America and
South Africa, to right here on campus.
The focus of the MPAC varies from
time to time, Howard said, depending
upon who is on the committee and what
is going on in the world.
The committee holds demonstrations
on campus, sponsors visiting speakers,
and sponsors musical presentations
where a variety of peace songs are per-
formed by different groups.
"Overall, what the committee tries to
do is present a wide range of educational
issues around world peace and
justice," Howard said.
One of the more recent and localized
focuses of the MPAC has been on CIA
recruiting on campus. Members have
been writing letters to the Maine Cam-
pus and have been passing out flyers to
try to educate people about how the CIA
works and why on-campus recruiting
should not be allowed.
"Because of the CIA's violation* of
international laws, the university should
not all legal, on
-campus recruiting,"
Howard said.
By trying to ban CIA recruitment,
Howard pointed out that the MPAC is
not trying to suppress free speech.
"I think that they should be allowed
o speak, just not recruit."
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Ethics panel set for next Tuesday
ORONO, Maine - Michael
Josephson, president and founding
force behind the nationally recognized
Josephson Institute for the Advance-
ment of Ethics, will lead a panel of
Maine business representatives,
educators, theologians, lawyers and
citizens in a roundtable discussion of
ethics on Tuesday, May 8, at the Maine
Center for the Arts, University of Maine
at 7:30 p.m..
The forum is the third and final
presentation in the 1989-1990 series of
regional Public Forums on Educational
Leadership, sponsored by the Bangor
Daily News, the Bangor Theological
Seminary, and Doug and Ana Brown.
The forums, free and open to the
public, are designed to involve residents
from the central, northern and Down
East regions of Maine in challenging
discussion of important school and com-
munity issues.
Jos4phson, described by the Christian
Science Monitor in 1988 as "nobody's
Mr. Goody-two-shoes," was a law
professor for 20 years, at the Universi-
ty of Michigan, Wayne State, the
University of California at Los Angeles,
and Loyola Law School in Los Angeles.
He sold a multimillion-dollar bar-review
business a few years ago, dedicated $I
million of the proceeds to his new in-
stitute, and now travels the country ex-
ploring questions of ethics in group
seminars and workshops.
The number of clients that have
begun to appreciate ethical decision-
making is growing. Josephson has work-
ed with the United States Conference of
"Mayors, the senior staff of the U.S.
Senate, the National Association of At-
torneys General, the Los Angeles Times,
Bank of America, the Oregon Board of
Police Standards, and the Delaware
State Legislature. Later Ihis spring he
will lead seminars for thekl' niversity of
California at Berkeley School of Public
Policy, the Michigan Municipal League
and Knight-Ridder executives.
Joining Josephson in the roundtable
discussions May 8 will be University of
Maine President Dale W. Lick; Malcolm
Vonnegut book
used in prank
at Minn. school
(CPS) - Somebody at the University
of Iowa borrowed from a Kurt Von-
negut novel to play a practical joke on
about 800 classmates.
After seeing a few spray-painted
messages on campus sidewalks, some
signs posted on telephone poles, and
hearing gossip that the "Sacker Foun-
dation" on the U of I campus was spon-
soring Vonnegut, nearly 800 students
assembled April 12 at the university's
Pentacrest outdoor courtyard to hear
the author speak.
They waited for about 20 minutes un-
til junior Matt Martin took the stage and
told the crowd, "Today the Sacker
Foundation is the Sucker Foundation,
and all of you have fallen incredibly
badly for an incredibly bad practical
joke."
Martin then hopped on his bike and
left the stunned crowd. Many diehard
Vonnegut fans still didn't believe it was
a joke, and stayed for an hour before
giving up.
The scene was reminiscent of one
from Vonnegut's 1959 book, "The Siren
of Titan," which opens with a mob
waiting for "a man and his dog to
materialize. "
Warford, president of the Bangor
Theological Seminary; Eve Bither, com-
missioner of the Maine Department of
Education and Cultural Services; Loren
Ritchie, former Katandin High School
principal; David Roberts, Justice of the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court; Tom
Sawyer, president of Sawyer En-
vironmental Recovery Facilites Inc.;
Helen Dudman, president of Dudman
Communications Corp.; Judy Lucarelli,
superintendent of schools, CSD -13,
Stonington; James Mullen, Key Bank
of Maine president; Victoria Kornfield,
Bangor High School English teacher;
Arthur Davis Jr., manufacturing ex-
cellence program manager with Digital
Equipment Corp.; Elizabeth Beardsley,
Blue Hill Consolidated School prinicpal;
and George Isaacson, Lewiston
attorney.
"This mix of Maine community
leaders, with Michael Josephson as
catalyst, ought to spark a first-rate
debate," says Julia Watkins, president
Michael Josephson
of the Bangor Education Foundation
Board of Directors. "What do we mean
when we speak of ethics and public
schools? Can we teach ethics? Should
we teach ethics?
Whose ethics? And who cares
anyway? Do public schools have any in-
terest in school ethics? I expect we're go-
ing to be treated to a hearty give-and-
take as the panel tries to come up with
some meaninful answers."
The Bangor Education Foundation is
an independent, non-profit organization
devoted to promoting public and private
collaboration that can encourage in-
novation and creativity in public school
education. The Foundation's regional
public forums focus on the alliances bet-
ween schools and their communities.
A dinner honoring panel participants
will be held at 5 p.m. at the University
Club, Memorial Union. For more infor-
mation on the forum or the dinner, con-
tact the Bangor Education Foundation,
947-1633.
srio IN SHAPE THIS Sut Avve
FITNESS EAST
A total body fitness facility located 1 mite. from
the center of Ellsworth on the Bucksport Road.
Wolff Tanning Bed
Tanning Specials Availables
-Featuring-
Customized programs
• & top of the line
Pytamid equipment
Stairclimbers
Rowing Machines
Stationary Bikes
Cross Country Skiers
Selectorized Equipment
3,000 lbs of Free Weights
Locker Rooms with Showers
NO INITIATION FEE
SINGLE MEMBERSHIP ONLY
$27 MONTHLY
For more information call: 667-6186
murrik
.111:siiroia
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Business eader to speak May 4
Edward Staiano, Motorola's top executive for cellular communication
ORONO, Maine - "Competing Suc-
cessfully against the Japanese.. .and
Winning Marketshare in Their Own
Backyard" will be the subject of a lec-
ture Friday, May 4 at the University of
Maine by an officer of Motorola Inc.
Edward Staiano, president of the
General Systems Company will speak at
3:30 p.m., 101 Neville Hall. His lecture
is free and open to the public.
Staiano is Motorola's top executive
for cellular communications and com-
puters. In his 17-year career at
Motorola, he has been responsible for
positioning the company international-
ly as the world's leading cellular
telephone manufacturer, and refocusing
Motorola Computer Systems (MCS) on
small front-office computers. In 1986,
"Business Week" noted Staiano's abili-
ty to "come up with some strong new
products -- fast" in his efforts to turn
around Motorola's small computer sub-
sidiary. The new vitality in MCS in-
cludes the recent announcement of a
new line of Motorola MultiPersonal
Computers -"network computing with
a personal touch."
In his presentation at UMaine,
Staiano also will discuss Motorola's
recentl announced "six sigma" quali-
ty control program as cited April 23 by
"Fortune" magazine. According to
"Fortune": Sigma is a statistical sym-
bol, an indicator of variation outside ac-
ceptable limits. The higher the sigma
number, the less the variation and the
better the quality. Right now Motorola,
companywide, is operating at a little bet-
ter than five sigma, or about 300 failures
per million. Attaining six signia,means
cutting failures to no more than 3.4 per
million.
In announcing Staiano's visit, John
Moon, president of the Maine MBA
Association said, "We're delighted to
have a business leader of Dr. Staiano's
caliber come to our campus to share his
perspectives on the international
marketplace."
Staiano Feceived his master's degree
in mechanical engineering from
Bucknell University, and a Ph.D. in
high-speed aerodynamics from the
University of New Mexico. He also
holds degrees from the Institute of
Rocket Propulsion, Stanford Universi-
ty, and the Institute for Educational
Management, Harvard University.
Attack classes set for late June
ORONO, Maine - The University of
Maine will offer its 14th Annual Attack
School on Saturday and Sunday, June
24-25 for fire chiefs, training officers,
firefighters and other interested persons.
"The school provides firefighters the
opportunity to get much of the training
they need, but it also offers people in-
terested in firefighting a chance to see
what it's all about," says David
Fielder, director of Environmental Safe-
ty. He expects between 200-400 persons
from throughout the state to attend
courses on each day of the school.
Extended hours at the
AR td
Thursday night, May 3
open until 12:30 a.m.
Starting Finals Week,
May 6 to May 10,
open until 2:00 a.m.
Coffee and snacks will be available.
New courses include Hazardous
Materials Decontamination, Hazardous
Materials Emergency Response, Fire
Code Mangement, Expanded Tank
Truck Rollover, and more.
Previously offered classes such as
Trench and Excavation Safety and
Rescue, Confined Space Entry and
Rescue, Basic and Advanced Extrica-
tion, and Selfcontained Beathing Ap-
paratus will again be provided.
"Members of a fire department who
need training can spent the weekend at
UM and return home with the
knowledge to pass on to others," says
Raymond Thomas, assistant chief of the
UM Fire Department and Fire Attack
School coordiator.
WE'RE OFFERING NURSES
$ 5000 CASK
Nurses with BSNS who join our
Health Care Team get $5000 and
the benefits that come with being
an Army Officer.
You'll have opportunities for. paid
continuing education,
specialization, and travel.
You'll be a respected member of our Top- Quality professional
team, with the opportunity to practice ;n a variety of environments
from Field Hospitals to Medical Centers. We encourage career
progression and offer positions in administration as well as
management and clinical settings.
Check with your Army Nurse Representative today.
Call or Contact SSG Keith Antworth at (207) 729-8702 or at Box 73
Brunswick Naval Air Station, Brunswick, ME 04011
ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Students to take drug tests to fly
Random drug tests will be given to pilots to maintain flight school(CPS). In what may be the nation's
most comphrehensive student drug
testing program, Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University's two campuses
in Florida and Arizona announced in
midApril that its students will have to
submit to random drug tests if they want
to continue in the school's flight
program.
About 200 students and faculty in the
program will be tested for marijuana,
cocaine, opiates, amphetamines and
phencyclidine (PCP) under a plan that
has been approved by the Federal Avia-
tion Administration.
Beginning in August, all incoming
flight students will be tested as part of
the admissions process, and once they
are enrolled, periodical random testing
will continue. Students who refuse will
be suspended until they submit to a test.
"I'm kind of mixed," said Chris
Schrobilgen, a flight student at the
Prescott, Ariz., campus. "I believe
pilots should be clean and drug-free, but
I aslo believe in my constitutional rights.
"The majority of the school is for it,
because we don't want people flying
The men and women of the Army National
Gpard would like to give you an education.
Lesson One: Economics. College isn't cheap.
Lesson Two: Finance. But by serving in the
Army National Guird you can qualify for the
Montgomery GI Bill—and earn up to $18,000 to-
wards college. By serving as little as one week-
end a month and two weeks a year, you can just
about cover your tuition.
Lesson Three: Psychology. The Guard will
also teach you things about yourself you never
knew. You'll gain self-confidence. You'll find out
what you're made of. And just how much more
you're capable of doing.
Lesson Four: Philosophy. Whether you're
operating a tank or assisting in an operating
room, you'll be part of making America a
stronger R a t ion.
who are on drugs," he added.
"We believe we have the respnsiblit)
and obligation to our students and the
aviation industry to assume a leadership
role in higher education by implemen-
ting a drug-screening program for our
flight students," said President Ken-
neth Tallman.
Embry-Riddle, a private university
wiht 8,000 students at its two campuses
— in Daytona Beach, Fla., and
Prescott, Ariz., -- is the first university
to require drug tests of students who are
not athletes.
The 11 federally run military schools
-- such as the Air Force, Naval and
Coast Guard academies -- also demand
drug tests from their students, but
Embry-Riddle's policy is the only one
that applies to ordinary citizens.
"Their policy doesn't really pertain to
our schools, because when a cadet
comes here he becomes a part of the
military," said Ray Aalbue, a
spokesman for the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point.
The military routinely tests for drugs.
For additional information on how to continue
your education, return this coupon or please
call 1-800-638-7600 or contact your local Army
National Guard recruiting office.
-t-
Mail to: Army National Guard. PO Box 564. Hanover, Maryland 21076-1
Name OMEF
Address 
City State Zip
Phone Number 
U.S. Citizen E] Yes Ll No Date of Birth 
Soc. Sec. No 
lam: 0 In High School In College
0 H.S. Graduate U College Graduate
Prior Military Service: 7 Yes U No
Branch 
Rank MOS 
I undersund there Is no obhput usn The tnior wt., sou uolon
tsols prossie ouludosi so,, ussmi Sr.. wits rsenber *,ii
used tor recruit rut purposes onn Your SSN son be used io
mud, re responses &a ADM,. RA 'SS 503
LA:I CA TWO 7050N P
Americans At Their Best.
AIMP
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Sports
UMaine golf team looks for NCAA bid
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The baseball team isn't the only
University of Maine team seeking a
playoff appearance this spring.
The UMaine golf team is awaiting a
call from the NCAA Golf Committee to
see whether or not it will head to Savan-
nah, Georgia to compete in the NCAA
Regional playoffs.
However, the Black Bears may have
hurt their chances for an invitation with
a fourth-place finish in the Division 1,
District I tournament held last week at
Willow Bend Country Club in Cotuit,
Mass.
UMaine was ranked second going in-
to the tournament, behind Central Con-
necticut and ahead of Yale and Hart-
ford, and head coach Art Guesman said
he was disappointed with the team's
performance.
"It couldn't have worked out worse
for the team," Guesman said. "We
had to beat one of the two teams behind
us (to assure the NCAA bid):"
"It was disappointing," said
UMaine golfer Tom Hansen. "The
competition was tough but nothing we
didn't expect."
Yale won the tournament with a score
of 623, Hartford was second with 624,
CCSU was third at 632 and UMaine and
Boston College tied for fourth with
scores of 636.
Guesman said District I, which
UMaine is a part of, receives 15 spots
to the NCAA regionals. District I can
send three teams or two teams and five
individuals.
However, Guesman said the NCAA
doesn't look highly on sending in-
dividuals to the regionals because they
would rather have complete teams.
Guesman, who is on the District I
committee which recommends to the
NCAA what teams should make the
playoffs, said that Central Connecticut
and Hartford will probably get invita-
tions to the regionals and that the final
spot will be given either to UMaine or
Yale with Yale holding the advantage.
"We beat Yale three times in the fall,
Cone has control
problem in 7-4 loss
ATLANTA (AP)—David
Cone of the New York Mets
was so upset he didn't even
recognize his own teammate.
"Mike Marshall almost rip-
ped my arm out of the socket
trying to take the ball away
from me," Cone said in
describing his Monday blunder
that allowed two Atlanta run-
ners to score as he argued a safe
call with the first base umpire
in a 7-4 loss.
Marshall? It wag second
baseman Greg Jefferies the
Mets' pitcher was talking
about.
"Well, I thought it was Mar-
shall, which shows yoti how
disoriented and out of focus I
First base umpire Charlie
Williams ruled that Cone fail-
ed to touch the bag, drawing an
immediate argument from the
pitcher. In his rage, Cone
forgot to ask for time and, with
his back to the infield, Murphy
and Whitt scored as teammates
shouted at the pitcher to get rid
of the ball.
"Emotionally I snapped and
lost control, " Cone said. "I
knew I was right about the call
and I kept arguing with him
and became unfocused.
"But I did have it in my mind
that time had been called before
they allowed the two extra runs
to score. I went into a mental
funk or mental block."
"He gets hyper."
said Mets manager Davey Johnson
was," Cone said.
The Braves, leading 2-1 at the
time, suddenly found
themselves with a 4-1 lead and
wound up ending a Six-game
losing streak to the Mets dating
back to last July 16.
"He gets hyper, " Mets
manager Davey Johnson said.
"Sometimes to a fault. "
Make that a double fault.
With Dale Murphy on second
and Ernie Whitt on first with
two outs in the fourth, Mark
Lemke hit a grounder between
Jefferies and first baseman
Marshall. Jefferies fielded the
ball and threw to Cone, who
was covering first.
Cone said he touched the side
of the base with his foot.
"My complaint is that he was
in no position to see the play
from where he was," Cone
said. "I question his position
only. It cost us two runs."
Cone (0-2) had given up a
two-run homer to Oddibe
McDowell in the third. He
came out in the fifth after he
yielded a two-run homer to Jeff
Treadway.
"Right now I'm as low as I
can go," he said. "I've hit
rock bottom. I'm pretty deep
into it."
but they have two veteran players that
sat out the fall season and they're a dif-
ferent team now," Guesman said.
"Our guys don't want to hear that ex-
cuse but the fact is they are a different
team. They've won three consecutive
major tournaments so they're riding the
hot hand."
But Guesman said UMaine has a
chance for an NCAA bid with its solid
fall performance and the strength of
schedule throughout the season.
"You can make,an argument for both
teams and I'll have to present the
strongest case I can for our team,"
Guesman said.
Hansen said he felt UMaine was bet-
ter than Yale and Hartford but they
were a step behind Central Connecticut
and mentioned the lack of spring prac-
tice as a factor in the team's perfor-
mance in the spring.
"I didn't have a good tournament
and I've had problems with my swing all
spring," Hansen said. "We practiced
inside but that's not the same as play-
ing outside."
Guesman also mentioned the lack of
spring practice as being a problem but
added "the NCAA doesn't consider ex-
cuses."
The state of Maine is not a place
where one would expect a collegiate golf
program to have the success the UMaine
team has had this year.
Guesman said it's tough to recruit
players to UMaine because of the lack
of practice time due to the weather. He
also added its difficult to keep the top
Maine high school players in the state
instead of attending the perennial
powerhouses in the south.
"If I could get the number two and
three best high school players in Maine,
the program would be very com-
petitive," Guesman said.
For UMaine, three players tied at 158
for the 36-hole, District 1 tournament
with Bill Boyington, Josh Chase and
Brian Lawton all posting that score.
Brett Porath struggled the first day with
an 88 but came back in the second round
with a 78, for a 166 total, and Hansen
posted a two-day score of 173.
Black Bears move closer
to ECAC playoff birth
By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
baseball team is one win
away from a North Atlantic
Conference championship
and automatic birth in the
ECAC playoffs.
The Black Bears, with a
first place mark of 10-2 in
the NAC, won two out of
three games against the
University of Hartford this
past weekend to move one
step closer to the playoffs.
Northeastern and Central
Connecticut are tied for se-
cond in the NAC at 8-4.
The Black Bears face NU
in the final three-game
league series and need to win
one game to clinch the
automatic playoff birth.
UMaine, 30-14 overall
'before last night's
doubleheader against the
University of Massachusetts.
photo by Scott LeClair
has relied on consistent hit-
ting and clutch pitching per-
formances this season.
The team is batting .339
and averaging 7.9 runs a
game. Eight of UMaine's
nine starters are hitting bet-
ter than .300 and six are bat-
ting better than .320.
Although this team has
shown a hitting ability that
hasn't been present since the
team's last College World
(see ECAC page 19)
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• ECAC
Series appearance in 1986, head coach
John Winkin is not ready to compare.
"Time will tell. I'm reluctant to com-
pare yet," Winkin said.
"You never know until. its all
over," he said, alluding to the team's
performance in the ECAC's and
possibly beyond.
Winkin is more concerned with the
series this weekend against the NU
Huskies. "All (the NAC teams) are pret-
ty good. Any team can hurt you at any
time and we have to know that," he
said.
This past weekend the Black Bears
were surprised by the last place team in
the league - the University of Hartford.
The Hawks (2-10) came back from a
4-1 deficit to defeat UMaine 8-6 in the
first game of the series.
"We had one of those days when we
weren't quite ready to play," Winkin
said.
UMaine's number one pitcher Mike
D'Andrea gave up five runs on nine hits
in 41/2
 innings for the loss.
But UMaine rebounded in the second
game of the doubleheader with five
home runs for a 16-2 romp. Andy Har-
Standings NAC Overall
1. UMaine 10-2
2. Cent. Conn. 8-4
3. Northeastern 8-4
4. Vermont 4-8
5..UNH 4-8
6. Hartford 2-10
30-14
23-10
21-14
14-12
12-16
10-20
(continued from page 18)
tung, Mike Delucia, Tim Scott, Paul
Kelliher and Mark Sweeney all hit home
runs:
Larry Thomas improved to 4-0, giv-
ing up two runs on eight hits in seven
innings.
In Sunday's finale against the Hawks
UMaine received a clutch pitching per-
formance from Jim Dillon. The senior
who started the season primarily as a
reliever has worked his way bock to a
starting position and filled the void of
Ed Therrien who was lost for the season
with a shoulder injury.
Dillon, who in previous seasons has
had control problems, pitched a com-
plete game, giving up one earned run on
seven hits in the team's 5-2 win. He
struckout seven and walked none to im-
prove his record to 6-1.
"The most important thing he's gain-
ed is to concentrate and be consis-
tent," Winkin said.
"He's 'always had good tows. "
Hartung leads the team with a .432
average, 64 hits, 58 RBI, nine home
runs, two triples and 11 doubles.
Sweeney is hitting .381 and Brian Seguin. 
isbatting .379.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSITIATION
MEMORIAL PRCERAM,
12151SENSEI
American Heart Association
This space provided as a public service
ATTENTION BORROWERS OF STUDENT LOANS
New changcs to Federal regulations require that all new
borrowers under the Stafford-GSL and Supplemental Loan for
Students-SLS attend an entrance interview-loan counseling
session. This affects ONLY those students who have borrowed
or will borrow a Stafford-GSL or Supplemental Loan for
Students-SLS for the FIRST TIME at the University of Maine
-during the 1989-1990 academic year. Those students who have
borrowed under these programs at the University of Maine
during prior years are exempt from these new requirements.
If you are a new borrower, you WILL NOT receive your
Stafford-GSL check until you have attended one of the entrance
interview-loan counseling sessions, If you have already
attended one of these sessions at the Orono campus, you will
not be required to attend again.
DATES AND TIMES FOR LOAN COUNSELING SESSIONS
Thur. May 3
Wed. May 9
3:00-4:00 p.m .,1 N. Lown Room
6:00-7:00 p.m. FFA Room
ALL SESSIONS WILL BE HELD AT THE MEMORIAL UNION
U,INAL 3 SESSIONS
CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
NANNY - Family near Boston and ocean. Live
in care for 2 boys agc.  3 and 6. Non-smoker. One
year commitment starting in June. Call Susan
Itect (617) 383-6602
ATTENTION: POSTAL IOPS! Start $ 11.41/hour'
For application info Call: (1)602-838-8885. Ext
M18402 6a.m - 10 p.m. 7 Days
ATTENnoN - HIRING! Government tolls - Your
area $17,840- $69.485. Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext. R18402
SUMMER HELP
LEVINSKY'S - Friends people. Exciting lasfuorn'
Summer iobs available in all locations. Retumin:
Icrits may transfer to Brewer in the fall! Star
is anytime through August! Apply at any stoic
Portland, Brewer, Freeport. or Windhdam. Or
wnte: Lesinsky's. 278 Congress St. Portland. MI
0 4 1 0 1
1\1P COUNSELOR POSMONS Maine resideii'
-camp 6/15 - 8/11 Lovely lake setting
drama. hiking. and canoe tnps. Office.
music. (Must play piano) program administrator.
row-boating. Write Camp Arcadia. Ann Fritts.
Ne$11Vernon, NI 07976 or Call: 201-538-5409.
Work Out West
Are you an energetic hardworking Student look-
ing for an exciting challenging way- to develop
communication skills and make over $5200 this
summer.
Call 942-5735
and leave message.
Summer help needed at kosalie's Pizza, Bar Har-
bor. Some rooms provided. Kitchen help. pizza &
dishwaher. Call: 942-6511 for interview. Keep
trying.
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A SUMMER
CAMP
The American Camping Assoc kition (NY) will make
your application avail, to over 300 camps in the'
irtheast Exciting opportunities for olkse students
:rid professionals Positions avail: all land and Water
sports. kik-hen. maintenance, arts and cralts. drama,
music, dance, nature. filming, RN's MD's. Col-
k,ge Credit Available. CALI. OR viRra FOR AP-
PLICATION. AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIA-
TION, 12 West 31st Street, New York. N.Y.
10001, 1-800-777 CAMP
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Trek 950 single track while mountain Bike.
Thursday night on North Main Street from inside
a parked car. If you have any information. 'Please
Call: 866-3895
LOST: Pair'ol Prescription G1.6e.s in front of El
Cheepos Friday night. Polo classic-B Mahogany'
with round lenses. Please return to Al Claussen
at 217 Knox Hall- 581-4833. There will be a
$25 Reward.-
I ()ST: Tr -colored gold Bracelet, on evening:of
April 19th. Between Mem-Gym and York Hall:
Reward $40.00 if found.. PleaseCall Chris at:
4510. Rm 245
I ()UND - Class Ring - West Morris Central High.
Class of '89. Baseball insignia on one side and
x cer on the other. Amethest Stone.
:intact the Daily Maine Campus
I ()END - Prescription Glasses. Woman's; Clear
I rime with red line along the top of thesim. Found
behind North Stevens Tuesday at 1:30.
iontar the Daily Maine Campus
APARTMENTS
ORONO - Unfurnished efficiency available May
1. Quiet Neighborhood. 866-2366 after 430
NOW RENTING - rooms for Fall Semester. Only
5 minute walk to campus. Serious male studen
only. Home-cooked meals, laundry facilities. Cal
after 5 p.m. 866-7726 or 866-5949
SUMMER SUBLET - Roommate(s) wanted to
sublet apt from end of May till Sept. Rent is
negotiable. Fully furnished and 5 mmn. from
campus. Call: 866-4195 evenings
()RONO - Modern OW b( Will; walking distark
to campus. $4350 plus utilities. Elegant
Neighborhood. Some Available June 1st. and son
Sept. lt. Evergreen. 945-5810
One Bednioni Apt and 3 Bedroom Apt. Availabh
June st. Call after 5. 866-3248/866-2518
HOUSE FOR RENT: 4 lx. Ir. dr and full bath. Oil
heat and new washer and dryer_ Downtown
Orono overlooking the river. Iiine to June
$850/month.plus utilities. Milos 866-5571
Roommate Wanted for summer sublet - availa
on May 11 - cheap. Located at comer of Main
and Benno( h Rd. Call Doug 866-2698. Leas(
Msg.
__FOR SALE
SAK
81 Blue Honda Prelude Air cond. Sun roof. Ness
clutch; clean. $1000 Call 827-5764
1984 Nissan Pick-up with cab. Excellent
Condition. Call - 945-0769
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
EHICLLS from $100. Fords. Mercedes. Cone'
tes. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885. Ext. A18402
pl-liER
2 Sofas, Excellent condition $150 or best oft. r
866-7447-
Used DORM FRIDGE - $30 Cheap! Call Ralph
at 581-4771 Rm.. 65
IBM Model 30286 10MHZ 1 meg RAM exten
dable, 20 meg HardDnve, 1.44 meg 3.5 inch
drive. VGA graphics (256 colo(s), 101 key IBM
enhanced keyboard Software: Mkrosoft Paint.
Winclows. Word and Write; Mathcad WATE(TR
77 many many games. IBM Proprinter X241.
letter Quality. Great ccompuier lor engineering
student. Cheaper than ISC and. is still under
warroity. bought in Nov. '89. $2600 or B.O. Call
Mike or Chris 239 Hancock 581-4770
FURNITURE for saie: Couch (Acellent condition)
desks, rug. plants. etc.. Prices arc negotiable
Call: 827-5209
MOPED - Honda C70 Slip. like new. 3.200
miles: 2 helmets; $500 -or b/0. 947-6346
SOFA - Contemporary; Excellent Condi
lion. $250.00 of Best Offer. Gill
_evenings 866-4195
PERSONALS
A home needed for well groomed outdoor Ili
cal. Call: 866-7447
looking for a nde to Portland most weekends over
the summer Will pay lee. Call Rhea at 527 ?S79
-411110.
f•
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From Now On,
May 2, 1990
Will be Remembered as
The Night the Pit Blew to
SMITHEREENS
TONIGHT!
Tickets Available at the
Memorial Union Info Booth
LIMaine Student Ticket Price: $8
General Public Price: $12
All Tickets will be Sold At $12
at the Door of the Show
a
committee
ENIGMA RECORDS
